
Groundhog's Day - Revisited
There is a movie that came out in 1993 that was a comedy, drama, and
fantasy rolled into one.

The main character of the movie is played by Bill Murray. He is a jaded
weatherman for a TV station and is sent to Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania to
cover the February 2nd doings there. Specifically, on that day, a groundhog
(named Phil) is supposed to come out of his burrow and see his shadow.
Whether of not he returns to his burrow is supposed to predict whether there
will be another six weeks of winter or if Spring is imminent. Forget that part,
because the traditional prediction is correct about 50% of the time,  goto p.4
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Those who follow Minhag Yerushalayim
strictly, for Kiddush L'vana, will have said it on the Wednesday before
Shavuot. Those who don't say KL until 7 days after the molad - and
most of the Jewish World (except those referred to in the first
sentence above) will have said KL after Yom Tov - in Israel, on Sunday
night and outside Israel on Monday night. Those who have not as yet
been M'KADEISH the L'VANA this month, have until Sunday, June
19th, all night.  On another note: The 6 days following Shavuot fill it
out to a 7-day festival like Pesach and Sukkot. No Tachanun.

PPexplanations on p. 38.
and in the PPx file at
www.ttidbits.com
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Candles Plag B'haalot'cha Havdala Sh' lach

7:12 6:18 Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim 8:30 7:14 6:20 8:31

7:28 6:20 Az a area (Netivot, S'deirot, et al) 8:31 7:29 6:22 8:33

7:26 6:18 Gush Etz ion 8:30 7:28 6:20 8:31

7:29 6:21 Raanana / Tel Mond / Herz liya / Kf ar Saba 8:33 7:30 6:22 8:34

7:27 6:19 Beit Shemesh / RBS 8:31 7:29 6:21 8:32

7:29 6:21 Netanya 8:33 7:31 6:22 8:34

7:27 6:19 Modi'in / Chashmona'im 8:31 7:29 6:21 8:32

7:28 6:20 Rehovot 8:32 7:30 6:22 8:33

7:25 6:19 Be'er Sheva / Otniel 8:30 7:26 6:20 8:31

7:12 6:20 Petach Tikva 8:32 7:14 6:22 8:34

7:28 6:20 Ginot Shomron 8:32 7:29 6:21 8:33

7:27 6:19 Gush Shiloh 8:30 7:28 6:20 8:32

7:20 6:21 Haif a / Zichron 8:34 7:22 6:23 8:35

7:26 6:18 Chevron / Kiryat Arba 8:30 7:28 6:20 8:31

7:27 6:19 Giv'at Ze'ev 8:30 7:28 6:20 8:32

7:29 6:21 Ashkelon 8:32 7:30 6:22 8:33

7:19 6:20 Tz f at / Bik'at HaYarden 8:33 7:20 6:21 8:34

7:28 6:20 Yad Binyamin 8:32 7:29 6:21 8:33

7:29 6:21 Tel Aviv 8:33 7:30 6:22 8:34

Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 8:59pm • next week - 9:00pm
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 continued from Front Page
meaning that it is a legend without
any validity to it.

Back to the movie. Bill Murray's
character wakes up in the morning
of Groundhog's Day and he goes
through the day pretty much as a
grumpy, nasty person.

Before he and his crew have a
chance to leave, a heavy snowfall
causes them to stay overnight at the
hotel.

In the morning, he wakes up to find
that it is February 2nd once again
and he incredulously goes through
the day again with only he knowing
that it is a second time. For everyone
else, it is that same day. Only he is
aware that he is reliving the day.

This keeps on happening over and
over again. He alone must relive the
same day, totally aware of what had
happened on his previous exper-
iences of that day.

It happens countless times, and
slowly but surely, he begins to
change his behavior for the better.

I'll leave out further details so that
you can enjoy the movie if you ever
see it.

Finally, he becomes a better person
and goes through the day behaving
properly and helping people, etc.

And then he is released from his
endless cycle.

So what does this have to do with
B'haalot'cha? It really has to do with
many parts of the Torah. And with
many episodes in our lives.

Imagine if B'nei Yisrael would have
been able to see the results of their
complaining about the Manna and
of their demanding meat to eat, and
of their angering of G-d and of
Moshe.

And imagine that they could wake
up in the morning of the same day
that these episodes occurred and
eventually change their behavior for
the better.

Reality doesn't work like that. Each
individual of Dor HaMidbar had one
shot at the many things that
occurred during the sojourn in the
Wilderness. None of them woke up
on the same morning with the
knowledge of what had happen (or
was going to happen - in the movie,
each day's future was also past).

Ah, but we can! We can read the
Torah and study it and learn it. And
we can be like our ancestors waking
up to the same (or similar) situations
and be able to make better and
better decisions, because we K'ILU
(as if) have been through these
things before, via the collective
memories of the Jewish People
throughout all generations.

To jump ahead one sedra,  cont p.57
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B'haalot'cha
36th of the 54 sedras; 

3rd of 10 in B'midbar

Written on 240 lines, ranks 10

16 Parshiyot; 11 open, 5 closed

One of the parshiyot (a S'TUMA) is
separated from the parshiyot before and

after it by more than blank space (as is
usual) - namely, backwards NUNs.

Consequently, it is the "loneliest", most
isolated of all parshiyot in the Torah

136 p'sukim, ranks 11th, 4th in B'midbar

1840 words, ranks 12th, 3rd in B'midbar

7055 letters, ranks 12th, 4th in B'midbar

5 mitzvot; 3 positives, 2 prohibitions.

To illustrate the "lopsided" distribution

of mitzvot in the Torah, B'haalot'cha has
more mitzvot than 28 other sedras, and

fewer mitzvot than 25 sedras. Only 5
mitzvot and it's in the top half.

[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S > X:Y (Z)] indicate
start o f a parsha p'tucha o r s'tuma. X:Y
is Perek:Pasuk o f the beginning o f the
parsha; (Z) is the number o f p'sukim in
the parsha.

Numbers in [square brackets]  are the
Mitzva-co unt o f S efer HaChinuch AND
Rambam’s S efer HaMitzvo t. A=ASEI
(positive mitzva); L=LAV (prohibition).
X:Y is the perek and pasuk fro m which
the mitzva co mes.

Kohen - First Aliya 
14 p'sukim - 8:1-14

[P> 8:1 (4)] Aharon is instructed
to tend the lamps of the Menora.

 Rashi explains the connec-
tion between this portion and that
of the gifts of the N'SI'IM at the
end of Parshat Naso. Aharon, as
leader of the tribe of Levi, was
embarrassed that he had not
offered gifts for the dedication of
the Mishkan as did the other
leaders. G-d is telling him that his
gift - daily service in the Mishkan -
is far greater than the other gifts.
Theirs are material and transitory;
his is spiritual and permanent. 

The MITZVA to tend and light the
Menora is recorded and counted
elsewhere in the Torah. This fact
makes the DRASHOT explaining
the connection to Parshat N'si'im
stand out all the more, since, on a
P'SHAT level, it is sort of redundant
(not quite) in B'haalot'cha. Ramban
sees in this portion an allusion to a
future generation when descen-
dants of Aharon (the Hasmoneans)
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(re)dedicated the Mikdash by light-
ing the Menora (which also lasts
much longer than Mishkan-related
gifts).

If we look at the two topics that
flank Bamidbar 7, we find the two
Temple practices that survive until
this day (as opposed to the short-
lived nature of the gifts described
in chapter 7) - Birkat Kohanim, still
practiced daily (in Eretz Yisrael) as
commanded by the Torah, and the
Menora, commemorated by the
yearly observance of Chanuka.
This perhaps is part of G-d's mes-
sage to Aharon.

All-in-all, this opening parsha is a
strong “REMEZ to Chanuka from
the Torah”. And the point is driven
home by the fact that the haftara
of B'haalot'cha is also the haftara
for Shabbat Chanuka. (And the
beginning of this week's sedra is
part of the Torah reading of the
8th day of Chanuka.)

The Menora is described again
with specific reference to the
wicks (flames) of the lamps facing
the "face (central stalk) of the
Menora".
[P> 8:5 (18)] Next G-d com-

mands Moshe to separate the
Leviyim from among the People
and to purify them. Ritual waters,
shaving their hair (Rashi explains
that as an atonement for the
firstborns whom the Leviyim
replaced, they were considered to
have a ritual impurity akin to that
of M’TZORA, hence the shaving of
all bodily hair as part of their
purification process), cleansing
their clothes, and various sacri-
fices and ceremonies accomplish
this command of "separation of the
Leviyim".

Levi - Second Aliya 
12 p'sukim - 4:38-49

After the above procedures, the
Leviyim are qualified to perform
their holy tasks in the Mikdash as
aides to the Kohanim. They,
instead of the firstborns of Israel,
shall function in the Mikdash. 

The Torah explains that the sacred
functions were originally to be
performed by firstborns who were
sanctified as a result of their being
spared in Egypt. (The special
position of the firstborn actually
predates the Egypt experience.)
As a result of the sin of the Golden
Calf, the Leviyim, who unani-
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mously reacted in defense of G-d's
honor, were taken by Him in lieu
of the firstborns of all the Tribes. 

Moshe, Aharon and the People of
Israel did to/with the Leviyim as
Moshe was instructed. After purifi-
cation, the Leviyim were to come
to the Mishkan to "report for
duty". 

[S> 8:23 (4)] From age 25 until
50, the Levi was eligible for
Mishkan service. (From 25 the
Levi studied and trained for
Temple service, at 30 he began
serving. Age 50 was the
retirement age for the "carrying
chores", but the singing and
guarding functions of the Levi
continued beyond that age. Note
too that the carrying "thing" was
only during the time of the
portable Mishkan and has no
relevance to the Beit HaMikdash.)

Shlishi - Third Aliya 
14 p'sukim - 9:1-14

[P> 9:1 (8)] G-d spoke to Moshe
in the Sinai wilderness during
Nissan of the second year from the
Exodus. He commanded/reminded
him to tell the People to bring the
Korban Pesach. The Torah records
that on the 14th of Nissan in the
afternoon, the first annual Korban
Pesach was indeed brought as was
commanded. 

This Pesach and Pesach Sheni
episode occurred before the count-
ing of the People recorded in the
opening portion of Bamidbar. It
was not placed at the beginning of
the book because it is embarrass-
ing to the People of Israel that they
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(we) only brought this one Korban
Pesach during the entire Wilder-
ness period. This was due to the
decision not to circumcise the
males born in the Midbar since
traveling (which was always a
possibility) might put the babies at
risk. Nonetheless, the fact that no
KP was done during the Midbar
period except for the first year, is
considered a shame to the People
of Israel.

Then the Torah tells us that there
were people who were ritually
unclean and thus unable to
participate in the Korban Pesach.
They approached Moshe and
complained that it was unfair that
they were unable to join in this
mitzva with the rest of the People. 
Moshe called upon G-d to answer
their "complaint". 

It is likely that the people who
were Tamei on the 14th of Nissan
were the cousins of Nadav and
Avihu, who tended to their bodies
on the 8th of Nissan, when they
(Nadav and Avihu) were stricken
dead for bringing a "strange fire"
into the Mishkan. The 14th of
Nissan would be their 7th day of
impurity and as such would be
ineligible to partake of the Koraban
Pesach (even though they could be
Tahor by nightfall). In other words,
being Tahor for the eating of KP is
not enough to permit participation
in KP - one needs to be Tahor when
the KP is offered in the afternoon
of the 14th.
It is important to understand that
the laws of Pesach Sheni are part
of the original Torah miSinai.
However, they were not revealed
to the People until this point. And it

was done at this point to honor
those who "complained". 

Contrast this kind of complaining
with the other kind that unfortu-
nately occurs too many times in
Bamidbar.

[P> 9:9 (6)] A person who is
"tamei" or far away from the
Mikdash and is unable to bring KP
shall bring a KP on the afternoon
of the 14th of Iyar [380,A57 9:11]
and eat it that night [381,A58
9:11] with matza and maror.
Nothing of it may be left over for
the morning [382, L119 9:12]
and no bone of it may be broken
[383, L122 9:12]; all rules of KP
apply to this Pesach Sheni
(actually there are differences
concerning peripheral details, but
the korbanot themselves are the
same). Intentionally not bringing
KP is punishable by "karet"
(excision). 

Although the Torah mentions two
specific "excuses" for not bringing
KP, anyone who did not bring KP
for any reason - even including
intentionally - is eligible and
obligated (men are obligated; KP2
is optional for women) to bring
Pesach Sheni. This Divine “second
chance” is available EVEN to the
intentional violator. There are
distinctions concerning Kareit
depending upon why a person did
not do Korban Pesach the first and
the second time. 
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The Torah once again emphasizes
that there is one law for the born-
Jew and the convert. 

R'vi'i - Fourth Aliya 
19 p'sukim - 9:15-10:10

[S> 9:15 (9)] From the day that
the Mishkan was erected, it was
covered by a heavenly Cloud
during the day and a fiery cloud at
night. Only when the cloud would
lift would the People travel. And
when the cloud rested, the People
would camp. It happened that
sometimes the People traveled a
few hours after they had camped;
sometimes they stayed in one
place for a period of days or
months or years. By G-d's
command the People camped and
by G-d's command the People
would travel. 

 The pasuk (9:18) says: "AL
PI HASHEM (by the word of G-d)
the People of Israel shall travel,
and by G-d's word they shall
camp." The SHLA"H HAKADOSH
writes that this is the source for
the concept that a person should
use the phrases Im Yirtzeh

HaShem, Baruch HaShem, B'ezrat
HaShem, and the like whenever he
speaks of doing something. Our
travels and every activity should
also be AL PI HASHEM. 

[P> 10:1 (10)] G-d commanded
Moshe to fashion two silver
trumpets to be used to assemble
the People (or their leaders) and
to signal their movement. The
T'KI'A sound on both trumpets was



Welcome to the World
TAMAR PERACH

Mazal Tov to your parents, Ora &
Noam; your brothers, grandparents,

aunts & uncles, cousins... and
the Kotler and Chernofsky families
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a call for everyone to gather to
Moshe. The T'KI'A on one trumpet
was a call to the leaders of the
people. The T'RU'A sound
indicated that traveling was to
commence - one T'RU'A (with
T'KI'A before and after) for each
camp (of three tribes each).
Kohanim are charged with the
mitzva of sounding the trumpets
when appropriate. 

The above-mentioned purposes of
the trumpets applied to the gener-
ation of the wilderness only, but
the mitzva for future generations
concerning the trumpets is as
follows: 

When the People enter the Land of
Israel, the trumpets are to be used
during times of troubles and on
festive occasions during Temple
service [384,A59 10:9,10].

When does the mitzva apply? The
blowing of the CHATZOTZROT in
the Beit HaMikdash, to accompany
certain korbanot, obviously applies
when we have the Beit HaMikdash. 

What about the blowing during
times of crises? Some authorities
hold that the mitzva does not
apply in our time - only at the time
of the Mikdash. Some say that this

aspect of the mitzva would apply
in our time except that we do not
know how to make the
Chatzotzrot, and therefore we
cannot fulfill this mitzva on that
"technicality". Others disagree and
hold that the mitzva of blowing in
times of trouble DOES apply and
we use CHATZOTZROT made today
to the best of our knowledge and
ability. 

Rabbi J. David Bleich in his Con-
temporary Halachic Problems
mentions a fascinating opinion on
this topic. Rather than Eretz Yisrael
per se or the Mikdash being a
pre-requisite for this mitzva (the
blowing in times of national crisis
aspect of the mitzva), it is Jewish
sovereignty in Eretz Yisrael that
activates the mitzva. Therefore,
according to this opinion, we are
dealing with a mitzva - maybe the
only one - that reactivated for us
on a D'Oraita level, in 1948.
In fact, the Rabbinate in Israel has,
on occasion, decreed that the
Chatzotzrot (from the Temple
Institute in the Old City) and Shofar
(many) be blown during times of
national peril.
May we be privileged to the
reactivation of the full mitzva of
CHATZOTZROT, and may we soon
hear their happy blasts in the Beit
HaMikdash, on` ,epinia dxdna.

Baal HaTurim comments that the
two Chatzotzrot correspond to
Avraham and Yaakov, each of
whom fought successful battles. 
He also says that the Chatzotzrot
were silver and not gold, so as not
to remind G-d (so to speak) of the
KOL HAAM B'REI'O, the sound of
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the people shouting, associated
with the golden calf.

Chamishi 5th Aliya
24 p'sukim - 10:11-34

[P> 10:11 (18)] On the 20th of
Iyar in the year following the
Exodus, the Cloud lifted from the
Mishkan (for the first time). The
People of Israel traveled through
the Sinai wilderness and the Cloud
rested in the Paran Desert. First in
line to travel was the "flag-camp"
of Yehuda consisting of the Tribes
of Yehuda, Yissachar and Zevulun.
The Mishkan was dismantled and
the Levi-families of Gershon and
M'rari followed with their ladened,
covered wagons. Then came the
grouping of Reuven, Shimon and
Gad. Then the Levi family of K'hat
carrying the sacred vessels
followed. Next came Efrayim,
Menashe, and Binyamin followed
by the "camp collectors", Dan,
Asher and Naftali. (This descrip-
tion conforms to the simple
reading of the text and one of the
Talmudic opinions as to how the
people traveled in the Midbar - viz.
linearly. There is another opinion
that they traveled as they camped,
in the square formation.) 

[S> 10:29 (6)] Moshe informs his
father-in-law Yitro (here called
Chovav) of Israel's traveling plans
and asks him to come along. Yitro
declines the invitation and returns
to his home. 

The People travel from Sinai for
three days, led by the Aron which
was 'searching' for a resting place,
so to speak. G-d's Cloud accom-
panied and protected them. 
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At this point in the Torah, we are
13 months out of Egypt and
neither the people nor Moshe
Rabeinu have done what later
caused them to be barred from
entry into Eretz Yisrael. After
Moshe talks to Yitro, it was
supposed to be a three-day trip
(condensed into one day) to bring
us WITH Moshe, into Eretz
Yisrael. 

But then we started messing
things up.

Shishi - Sixth Aliya 
31 p'sukim - 10:35-11:29

[*S*> 10:35 (2)] The two special
p'sukim about the moving and
resting of the Aron are quoted in
our davening when the Torah is
taken out and returned to the Ark.
In the Torah, this 2-pasuk portion
is flanked by the letters NUN
written backwards. This serves to
"split the Book of Bamidbar into

separate books". Rashi indicates
that this portion does not belong
here and the unusual "scribal
brackets" indicate its abnormal
placement. Other commentaries
point out that the split in the book
is between the "good stuff" in the
first part and the "bad episodes" in
the second part.
[P> 11:1 (15)] Next follows
another "black period" in the early
history of the Nation - the Com-
plaints. The People complained
and were punished by fire. Moshe
pleaded for the people and G-d
stopped the punishing fire. They
complained about the Manna and
demanded meat. With great
chutzpa, they remembered the fish
and other "fine foods" they ate in
Egypt. And they disparaged the
wonderful, miraculous sustenance
from G-d. This angered (so to
speak) G-d greatly. Even Moshe
Rabeinu complained about G-d's
anger with the People and
expressed his difficulty in handling
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the People alone. Moshe also
questioned where he would
possibly be able to get enough
meat to satisfy the People's
demands. 

[P> 11:16 (7)] G-d told Moshe to
gather 70 elders who would help
ease the burden of leadership. G-d
would instill in them the Divine
Insight so that Moshe would not
have to lead them alone. 

To the People, G-d promised meat
(quail) which would descend in
such great quantities for a
sustained period of time (a month)
until the People would become
"sick of them". Moshe expressed
doubt as to how so many people
could be thus fed. 

[P> 11:23 (13)] G-d reproaches
Moshe for the doubt. Moshe

speaks to the People and gathers
the Elders who were given the gift
of prophecy by G-d. 
Two of these "new prophets"
(Eldad and Medad) remained
within the camp and prophesied
amongst the People. 

(Commentaries tell us that they
prophesied Moshe's death and
Yehoshua's accession to leader-
ship.) Yehoshua, protective of his
mentor Moshe, pleads with Moshe
to punish them. Moshe assures
Yehoshua that it is G-d's will that
they should prophesy. 

 About 18 times in the
Tanach, it says "And G-d got angry
with..." Yisrael / Bnei Yisrael / His
people. When the People com-
plained about the Manna, etc., the
Torah says VAYICHAR AF HASHEM
M'OD, G-d got VERY angry. Why?
Kedushat Levi explains that usually
when G-d got angry at the People,
Moshe would rise to their defense
and pursuade G-d, so to speak, not
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to punish them. This time, the
Torah says that "and in Moshe's
eyes it was bad". Moshe Rabeinu
was more upset with the people
than usual. This "angered" G-d all
the more, and Moshe did not
defuse G-d’s anger as in the other
instances.

Sh'VII Seventh Aliya
23 p'sukim - 11:30-12:16

Moshe and the Elders gather the
People. G-d sends the quail, as He
has promised, carried by a Divine
wind. The supply is overwhelming.
The People spend day and night
collecting the quail. No sooner had
they started eating, when G-d's
anger was manifest in a devastat-
ing plague that struck the People.
The location became known as
Kivrot Hata'ava, because that is
where the "complainers" were
buried.

[P> 12:1 (3)] Miriam speaks
critically against Moshe to Aharon
by belittling Moshe's unique stat-
ure among prophets and people. 

[S> 12:4 (10)] G-d rebukes them
(Miriam and Aharon) and clearly
states how unique Moshe is among
all prophets, past and future.

Miriam is stricken with Tzora'at.
Moshe offers a short but eloquent
prayer behalf of Miriam. 

[P> 12:14 (3)] The People delay
their travels for the week of
Miriam's isolation.

81 years earlier, Miriam had stood
by the Nile protectively watching
over her baby brother Moshe in the
basket. Her "reward-in-kind" is this
7-day delay, as the people of Israel
stand-by for her. The Mishna points
out that good deeds are thusly
rewarded. On the other hand, the
Torah in D'varim 24:9 tells us to
remember what G-d did to Miriam
on our way from Egypt. This
becomes a classic warning against
speaking LASHON HARA.

The Baal HaTurim further points
out that the pasuk describing
Miriam's vigil at the river, consists
of 7 words, corresponding to the 7
days that the people waited for
Miriam to "heal".

The People move to the Paran
desert. 

The last 3 p’sukim are reread for
the Maftir.

Haftara 21 p'sukim
Zecharya 2:14-4:7

As if to offset the depressing
sequence of events from the sedra,
and to answer the question as to
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how it is possible for the People of
Israel to rise from the depths of
their iniquity, the haftara provides
us with the optimistic prophecies
of messianic times, when G-d will
once again be completely in our
midst. 

The haftara contains Zecharya's
vision of the Golden Menora
flanked by olive branches. This
serves as an appropriate counter-
point to the description of the
Menora of the Mishkan at the
beginning of the sedra. The
Haftara also tells about a Kohen
Gadol (Yehoshua in the haftara;
Aharon in the sedra). 

This vision of the Menora was
borrowed by the State of Israel to
be the national emblem (not
exactly, but close). Wouldn't it be
wonderful if our leaders would
heed the words of Zecharia in
explaining that vision: "Not by
might nor by power, but by My
spirit..." Only when we act prop-
erly, which also means differently
from other nations, will we merit
the Geula. (This is also the haftara
of Shabbat Chanuka - the first one,
if there are two.)

The haftara that we read from Sefer
Zecharya this week is one familiar to
us, for it serves as the reading for
Shabbat Chanuka as well. The obvious
connection to both Shabbatot is the
theme of "Menorah" which is the
source of our eight-branched
Chanukiya and the seven-branched
Menorah of the Mishkan that opens
our parsha. The connection between
parsha and haftara, however, is deeper
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than that one common theme.

In the Torah reading we learn of the
many preparations for the eventual
entry of B'nei Yisra'el into Eretz
Yisra'el. We read of consecration of the
Leviyim and their inauguration into
the service of Hashem and the
Mishkan. We learn of the people's
departure from Har Sinai and the
outset of their journey to the Holy
Land. We are informed of the precise
order they were to follow while
traveling and the signals that would
guide them on their way. We also read
of the establishment of necessary
institutions that would have to
function once the people reach Eretz
Yisra'el. The responsibilities of the
Levites, the appointment of the
seventy elders and the function of the
silver trumpets.
It is this final point that connects us to
the Torah. Although the function of
these trumpets was included in this
parsha as part of the travel protocol
through the desert, the Torah adds
that they are to be used once B'nei
Yisra'el settle in the Land as well. They
would be sounded on the days of joy,
on Rosh Chodesh and the Chagim
while the sacrifices were offered. But
the trumpets would be used for one
more thing: an alarm.
The Torah states: "V'chi tavo'u

milchama b'artz'chem…", if an enemy
enters your land you are to sound the
trumpets and you will thereby be
remembered by Hashem and be saved
from your enemies. No. G-d does not
need a trumpet blast to remind Him.
But you need a trumpet blast to
remind you… that ultimate victory
belongs to Hashem.

The navi Zecharya speaks to a nation
trying to set up those institutions that
would be necessary for their successful
resettlement in their land after the
return of the exiles. They were
challenged once again to strengthen
and support the new Kohen Gadol
(Yehoshua) and the new political
leader (Zerubavel) and they struggled
with the daunting task of rebuilding
the Beit HaMikdash. The enemies
surrounded them and poverty
overwhelmed them. They doubted
their ability to overcome these
challenges. To these unfortunates
Zecharya spoke: "lo v'chayil v'lo
v'choa'ch ki im b'ruchi…", "your
success with come about neither
through wealth nor power - but
through My spirit…"

The importance of realizing that our
possibilities of success are not limited
by our few numbers or insufficient
weaponry but only by a lack of faith.
Ultimately, victory belongs to G-d and
by doing our utmost to succeed and
then trusting in His help, we can build
our land and rebuild it… and then,
thousands of years later, rebuild it
again!

Probing the Prophets, weekly insights into the
Haftara, is written by Rabbi Nachman (Neil) Winkler,
author of Bringing the Prophets to Life (Gefen Publ.)
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In this week's Parsha the people complain to
such an extent that Moshe exhorts Hashem
to replace him with a new leader since he,
alone, cannot bear the extreme burden
placed on his shoulders. In response to his
plaint, G-d instructs Moshe to gather seventy
men among the elders of Israel upon whom
He would descend and cast spirit so that
they would share some of Moshe's
responsibilities. The rabbis ask, however,
what happened to the original 70 elders that
a new band of leaders would now emerge?

The "missing" elders were those who
accompanied Moshe and Aharon as far as
the court of Par'o (Sh'mot 24:4) but of whom
there was no further mention because,
according to the Midrash, they shirked their
duty. For that reason, they only later partly
escorted Moshe and Aharon up Har Sinai.
Moreover, following that limited but
revelationary encounter with Hashem, the
Torah records that the elders ate and drank
together (rather than inspiring the people
with their recent spiritual experience). 

The last straw was that the elders now
failed to quell the growing unrest among the
people (Bemidbar 11:1) and, consequently
they, among others, perished in the fire that
Hashem sent in response to the festering
rebellion (Rashi, citing R' Shimon).

Now Moshe was to recommend a new set
of leaders who, our rabbis tell us, had been
the Jewish overseers of their slave brothers
in Egypt; they had suffered the whip rather
than lash one of their own. Because these
individuals had displayed such caring and
sensitivity and had put others before
themselves, they were consequently worthy
to take up the leadership mantle and to
merit that Hashem would descend among
them - just as He did at Mt. Sinai. 
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LED Shoes for Children on Shabbat
Question: : Can a child wear on
Shabbat shoes that have lights (LED) in the
soles that light up when he walks? 

Answer: The consensus is that acti-
vating light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
on Shabbat is not a Torah-level
prohibition, but is a Rabbinic level
one. One connects a circuit and light
is emitted (by the transfer of electrons
through junctions of semi-conduc-
tors). It is not simple to pinpoint what
the Rabbinic violation is (when the
diodes do not form writing or
pictures). Some (including Rav S.Z.
Auerbach) say it is molid (creating
something new), even though there is
no explicit Talmudic category of
molid with light. Others say it is under
the category of uvdin d'chol, which is
a sort of catch-all for things that by
halachic intuition and precedent, must
be forbidden on Shabbat, which we
assume regarding operating electric
systems on Shabbat.

In the case of a child's shoes, we can
raise various grounds for leniency.

This is especially the case if we
assume, as depends on the circum-
stances, that despite the initial excite-
ment of watching himself light up his
shoes, a child eventually walks
without thinking about the lights.
Since the lights definitely will go on,
this is a case of p'sik reishei, someone
who intends to do an act (e.g.,
walking) for a certain purpose, but, by
necessity another result, which is
forbidden (e.g., activating LEDs on
Shabbat), also occurs. While p'sik
reishei is forbidden, the Terumat
Hadeshen (64) says that a p'sik reishei
of a Rabbinic violation is permitted.
While we accept the opinion of the
Magen Avraham (314:5), who forbids
p'sik reishei even of a Rabbinic
prohibition (see Mishna Berura
314:11), it is still a mitigating factor. 

At some point, it is possible that the
child is not considered to have a
preference that the shoes light up, in
which case, we have a p'sik reishei
d'lo nicha lei, which the Aruch
permits (see Beit Yosef, OC 320).
Admittedly, the Aruch's opinion is not
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generally accepted (Shulchan Aruch,
OC 320:18; see Mishna Berura
320:53, that all agree with the Aruch
that there is no Torah prohibition).
However, there are quite a few
opinions (including Yabia Omer V,
OC 28) that a p'sik reishei d'lo nicha
lei on a Rabbinically forbidden result
is permitted. While many are stringent
even in that, in cases in which
refraining from the matter at hand
causes particular trouble, it is quite
accepted to be lenient (Orchot
Shabbat 30:5). Thus, if an adult were
to ask about wearing the shoes in
question, we would not allow it
without special need, but this strict
ruling would not be a definite one if
he did not care at all about the lights. 

When we turn to the question of a
child wearing such shoes, the situation
becomes much more lenient. If it is a
toddler, who is too young to train in
any serious way about observing
Shabbat, then his parents do not have
to distance him from violations of
Shabbat. On the other hand, when one
is involved in facilitating the
prohibition for the child (the
applications are broader than the
Talmudic term of "feeding him by
hand", and certainly include putting
shoes on him), it is prohibited. The
Rashba and Ran say that this
prohibition does not apply to Rabbinic
prohibitions (see Beit Yosef, OC 343).
While the Shulchan Aruch (OC 343:1)
does not accept this opinion, many are
lenient in certain cases of need, at
least with small children (Orchot

Shabbat 24:(32) - see Bi'ur Halacha to
343:1). Regarding something which is
not even unanimously agreed to be
forbidden for an adult, it is much
easier to be lenient for a child. 

Despite all the technical grounds for
leniency, it is very much out of the
spirit of Shabbat to have a child wear
such shoes on Shabbat, and, therefore,
we rule that it is generally forbidden.
That being said, if a one-time, unique
situation arises where these are the
only shoes the child is able to wear
and the child does not think about
activating the lights, it is possible to
combine the indications for leniency
and let a small child wear such shoes
(or even put them on for him).

Rav Daniel Mann, Eretz Hemdah Institute

Questions? email info@eretzhemdah.org
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70 PERSPECTIVES;
ONLY ONE TORAH

by Dr. Meir Tamari  

"And the people were as though
anguished"; "Who will give us meat"
(Bamidbar 11:1-11). These verses
refer to two different sins of com-
plaints, not of Israel but simply of
HA'AM, as is usual in the Torah
whenever referring to the nation's
wrongdoing. Israel had stood for a
whole year at the foot of Sinai
learning the Torah that they had
received there. Through such study
they should have achieved two
spiritual strengths. These would have
weaned them from the false ideologies
embraced in Egypt and also purified
the perverted materialism and gross-
ness of appetites developed there.
These two incidents tell us that they
had not been able to do either.

Mitonanim is derived from 'aven'-sin
(Ibn Ezra); suggesting that they sinned
merely by a general complaint.
Ramban derives the word from
'tzara'-sorrow, an expression of their
sorrow at all the difficulties, suffer-
ings and hardships of traveling in the
waterless and inhospitable wilderness.
"Here it means, a one who litigates
against somebody" (Abarbanel). He
sees 'K'mitonanim' telling us that they
were was as though they were
claimants in court arguing that
Hashem has neither ears nor ability to
hear and no eyes to see the mundane
events of humans nor the pettiness of

their transient world. 

Irrespective, they were not doubting
the power and ability of Hashem but
rather mocking His lack of awareness
of human fates and His inability to
involve Himself in the problems of
mankind. Hashem who is always
aware of human needs and satisfies
them, punished them by fire. Fire that
consumed only at the edges of the
camp, a fire that ceased immediately
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upon Moshe's praying; both things
contrary to the nature of fire.
Furthermore, the unnatural character
of this fire is shown in that it did not
consume their bodies but rather like a
plague, entered their nostrils. "[it]
consumed the edges k'tzavot"; that is
the leaders of Israel, hak'tzinim, who
had sinned at Sinai when they gazed
at G-d (Chazal). "Although they had
been forgiven for their gross mockery,
they should have learnt from their
error. However, now in arguing that
Hashem does not hear, they had not
learnt the truth about His constant
awareness and help" (Abarbanel).

The complaint about the Manna and
the lack of normal food has many
different facets but all of them teach
an anti-dote to crudity and gross
materialism. 

What was wrong with Manna?
Perhaps the fact that it came with
restrictions unlike the free food that
they remembered they had eaten in
Egypt; "free from mitzvot" (Rashi);
"freely stolen from the peasants and
fishermen by them as servants of
Pharaoh whom no one could refuse"
(Midrash). Harav Hirsch's comments
reflect the fear of uncertainty which
underlies much of our own economic
behavior; "having to wait each day for
their food filled them with fear of
uncertainty; perhaps tomorrow there
would not be any manna or perhaps
they would not have enough for the
following day. Lacking faith in
Hashem's ability and willingness to
provide, they saved some, disobeying
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His commandments. Likewise, people
fearing uncertainty and lacking faith
in Hashem work to earn far more than
they need and they hoard excessively
not only for their own futures but
even for future generations".

"Their complaint about meat is
difficult to accept since they had
received quail and had flocks and
herds. These, however, were not
equally available so they complained
at the lack" (Ramban); relative depri-
vation. "Israel cultivated a yearning,
not out of hunger nor for a legitimate
scarcity but simply out of material lust
thereby showing their lack of control
over their desires. Furthermore, they
were unable to elevate their appetites
and to refine their material needs and
wants, preferring gross meat and farm
vegetables over the delicate and
purified manna that Hashem fed
them" (Abarbanel). 

"In the desert, Israel were vouchsafed
a great revelation of G-d's presence,
enjoyed spiritual food [Manna],
miraculous water from Be'er Miriam
and were not required to do anything
for their material wants. However,
that was not the purpose of Creation
which was that the material things of
this world should, through the actions
of Mankind, be used in the worship of
G-d. So the Divine plan was that they

should enter Eretz Yisrael, plough,
sow and do everything necessary for
human settlement there, but still see
the service of Hashem as the end
purpose. Now that they were drawing
near to enter the Land [within 3 days
if not for the meraglim] Hashem
began the process of gradual with-
drawal, so that they would become
accustomed to making the material
holy. The Aron HaBrit traveled before
them instead of in their midst as it had
been till now; they would have to
draw closer to Hashem, through their
own efforts. However, they fell
slightly from their elevated spiritual
position and did not trust themselves
to be able to do this, so they were as
complainers. They did not understand
that they would be helped to do this
from heaven (Shem MiShumel,
5670).
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Moshe's Unique
Prophecy

Adapted from Ein Eyah vol. IV, p. 174;
Orot HaKodesh vol. I, p. 275

Separating from Tzipora
Miriam and Aharon spoke against
Moshe regarding the dark-skinned
woman he had married. (Bamidbar
12:1)

What was their complaint against
Moshe? The rabbinic commentaries
explain that they were upset that
Moshe had separated from his wife
Tzipora, the dark-skinned daughter
of Yitro. Miriam and Aharon were
able to receive prophecy without
resorting to celibacy. Why did
Moshe feel that he needed to
separate from his wife?

The separation was in fact Moshe's
idea; G-d had not commanded him
to do this. The Talmud explains that
Moshe decided it was necessary
after witnessing God’s revelation to
the Jewish people at Mount Sinai.
Moses reasoned:

The Sh'china spoke with all of Israel
only on one occasion and at a
predetermined hour. Nevertheless,
the Torah cautioned [the Israelites
at Sinai], “Do not go near a woman.”
Certainly I, with whom the Sh'china
speaks at all times and with no set
hour, must do the same. (Shabbat
87a)

The Sages noted that Moshe's
reasoning was sound and G-d
approved of his decision. Their
proof: after the revelation at Sinai,
G-d told the people, “Return to your
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tents” [i.e., return to your families].
But to Moshe He said: “You,
however, shall stay here with Me”
(D'varim 5:27-28).

Why was this separation something
that Moshe needed to work out for
himself? And why was Moshe the
only prophet obligated to separate
from his wife?

Divine Perspective
Despite the innate greatness of the
human soul, we are limited by our
personal issues and concerns.
Compared to the Sh'china’s all-
encompassing light - a brilliant light
that illuminates all worlds and
everything they contain - our private
lives are like the feeble light of a
candle before the blazing sun. The
cosmos are brimming with holiness
- in all of their minutiae, in their
transformations and advances, in
their physical and spiritual paths. All
of their heights and depths are holy;
all is G-d’s treasure.

In order to attain this higher
perspective, a prophet must free
himself from his own narrow
viewpoint. The pristine dawn of lofty
da’at (knowledge) must be guarded
from those influences that induce
the prophet to withdraw to the
private circle of his own family.

Moshe, the faithful shepherd, could
not be confined to the limited
framework of private life - not even
momentarily. His entire world was
G-d’s universe, where everything is
holy.

It was Moshe who recognized the
need to separate himself from

matters pertaining to his private
existence. From the Divine perspec-
tive, all is holy, and thus such
measures are unnecessary. For
Moshe, however, it was essential. It
allowed him to raise his sights and
acquire a more elevated outlook.
Separating from his family allowed
Moshe's soul to constantly com-
mune with the Soul of all worlds. It
enabled Moses to attain his
uniquely pure prophetic vision.

Continual Light of 
Moshe's Vision
What was so special about Moshe's
prophecy that, unlike all other
prophets, he needed to detach
himself from private life? We may
use the analogy of lightning to
illustrate the qualitative difference
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between the prophecy of Moshe
and that of other prophets.

Imagine living in a pitch-black world
where the only source of light is that
which is emitted by an occasional
bolt of lightning. It would be
impossible to truly identify one’s
surroundings in such a dark world.
Even if the lightning occurs
repeatedly, the lack of constant
illumination makes this form of light
inadequate. If, however, the light-
ning is extremely frequent - like a
strobe light set to flash at a fast
frequency - its illumination is trans-
formed into a source of constant
light.

This analogy may be applied to
spiritual enlightenment. One cannot
truly recognize the elevated realm,
its holiness and eternal morality, the
rule of justice and the influence of
the sublime, without the illumination
of continual prophecy.

Ordinary prophecy is like the
intermittent light of an occasional
lightning bolt. Only the Torah, the
singular prophecy of Moshe, is a
light that radiates continually. We
are able to perceive the truth of the
world’s inner essence through this
constant light and live our lives
accordingly. 
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From the S'forno Jacob Solomon

The parsha tells the story of the
Israelites' grumbling about their
provisions soon after leaving Mount
Sinai:

The rabble population amongst the
Israelites cultivated a craving…
"Who will give us meat? We
remember the fish we ate in Egypt -
free… Now our life is dry; only
manna." But the manna was like
coriander seed… (11:4-7), and its
taste was like wafers made with
honey (Sh'mot 16:31).

"Who will give us meat?" is the text,
what the people actually said. 

"How much can we get out of him?" is
the subtext, as the S'forno explains.
They were testing Moshe to see how
far they could go. They were 'trying it
on'. Moshe read that subtext correctly.
It was a lot more about Moshe than
about meat, the craving notwith-
standing. They were suspicious of
Moshe, even though he had already

done a lot for them. 

Thus Moshe saw the situation as a
complete breakdown in his leadership
of the people. Children may disagree
with parents, but they accept and feel
that their parents love them and want
to help them however great the
differences. In contrast, Moshe saw
that his 'children': "Didn't I conceive
this people… that You told me to
carry them" (11:12), did not trust him
at all. The vibe of the grumbles
conveyed that his people completely
rejected him.

Thus Moshe turned to G-d with "…I
cannot carry this entire nation alone;
it is too heavy for me… kill me now,
and do not let me face my own ruin"
(11:14-15). As the S'forno interprets,
put me out of the way so that suitable
leaders may take over. In support, the
S'forno cites Shmuel HaNavi dying
before his time so that the Malchut
David might be established (Ta'anit
5b).

Observe that though the Israelites
communicated rejection, Moshe did
not reject the Israelites. He accepted
that his being rejected was the reality. 
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But he did not reject his people. He
even put the Israelites' need for
effective leadership before his own
life.

Indeed "Moshe was the humblest of
all people" (12:3). He was able to
accept that his current relationship
with the Israelites was not working
out, at least at that moment. 

There are instances where parents
have sensed themselves in similar
situations. They have been giving
their children the very best of what
they have, with great love and self-
sacrifice. Yet their own children
turned against them. The Chofetz
Chayim indeed uses this passage to
emphasize that parents should
continue to work for their children's
best interests however difficult they
may be. p
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B'haalot'cha

Property Management • Sales • Luxury Vacation Rentals
Shomer Shabbat • English-speaking • 052-977-9191

email: Jerusalem.Apartment.Rentals@gmail.com
website: www.JerusalemApartmentRentals.com

The Best Days 
of Our Lives
Ask many people to nominate the best
days of their lives, and they will
pinpoint an episode or period in their
past.

The Israelites were like that in the
wilderness. All they could do was look
backward: “We remember the fish we
ate in Egypt for naught (i.e. cheaply),
the cucumbers, the melons, the leeks,
the onions and the garlic” (Bamidbar
11:5).

Distance made the heart grow fonder.
They saw even Egypt through rose-
coloured spectacles. Compared to the
past, the present was unimpressive.

There is a value in nostalgia. But life
cannot be lived backward. Only in your
fantasies can you be back again
re-living your childhood or any other
stage of your life history. And this
explains something I said to the
children who were interviewing me
recently for a “living historian”
project. They wanted to know which
was the most important day in my life,

and I said, “Today… and tomorrow”.

Today, because every today is a new,
exciting opportunity. Tomorrow,
because if I handle today wisely I can
help to shape the future.

I am sometimes jealous of my children
and grandchildren, because the
likelihood is that they will see
wonderful developments in the future
which I may not see. But I know that
what I do today and tomorrow will lay
the foundations for what they are,
experience and achieve.

You want to look back? Good luck to
you. Maybe the fish really was tastier
then, and the cucumbers were better,
and the melons, leeks, onions and
garlic too. But as Solomon Schechter
said, you cannot feel with your
grandfather’s heart. You can think of
the past, but you have to live your live
forward.

The best days of your life? The poet
was right: the best is yet to be.

Rabbi Apple served for 32 years as the chief
minister of the Great Synagogue, Sydney, and
was Australia's highest profile rabbi and leading
spokesman for Jews and Judaism on the
Australian continent. He is now retired and lives
in Jerusalem. He blogs at www.oztorah.com
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 Some say it is their sanity when it
is really their vanity that they are
preserving.

 The shallowness of our lives
becomes apparent when we are
frustrated in out attempts to
transfer our "values" to our
children. We discover then that our
"values: are only surface paintings,
which simply so not "take" in the
different surfaces of different
generations.

 Often it is said that the patient did
not respond to the treatment, when
in reality the treatment did not
respond to the treatment.

 We censure one for being
indiscrete, but not for having
something to be indiscrete about.

from "A Candle by Day" by Rabbi Shraga Silverstein z"l
www.createspace.com/4492905

Apartment Management
also vacation rentals

Since 1978

ITZHAK KOTLER
(02) 586-1554 052-286-3877

See us at www.jerusalem-management.com

dë §v ¦n vs `ä§S ¦n
These two words are very different
from each other. But, although one of
the words ends in VET-ALEF and the
other with VAV-HEI, they sound alike.
There is no difference in the way we
sound the last syllable of these words.
However, the TZADI has a DAGESH in
one of the words and not in the other.
That causes the SH'VAs under the
TZADI to be different. And that means
that the words should be pronounced
differently so that their means are not
switched. The word on the right (from
B'haalot'cha) is mi-tz'va. The one on
the left is familiar: mitz-va. 
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SCHEDULE NOTES SUNDAY • '` mei MONDAY • 'a mei

4
Shabbat shiur - 5:00pm

Fixed time through
Parshat Ki Tavo (Sep 24)

Parshat B'HAALOT'CHA
June 18th • 12 Sivan

Rabbi Yaakov Moshe
Poupko

f
In the Ganchrow

Beit Midrash...

Sun/Tue/Thu
10:00am

Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld
Masechet Taanit

Shiur is in tribute to

10:00am - L'AYLA
Mrs. Rivka Segal

Living T'hilim

11:10am - L'AYLA
Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz

Wisdom for Life
Mishlei with the commentary

of the Vilna Gaon

12:00pm
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

KUZARI

12:00 noon (10å)
Haya Graus

Easy Hebrew Ulpan

2:00pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

Topic for June 19th:
Early Shabbat: Must a Wife

9:15am
Pearl Borow

The Book of Yechezkeil

Resumes June 27th
Mommy & Me

with Jackie
054-533-9305

MON 10:00am (men & women)
Rabbi Poupko's

Parsha Perspective

10:30am
Rabbi Zev Leff
on Pirkei Avot

11:30am (women)
Get Fit while You Sit

Exercise with Sura Faecher
050-415-3239

Rabbi Fred Hollander z"l

Sun thru Thu • 11:15am
RCA DAF YOMI

Rotating Magidei Shiur
The Daf Yomi shiur

is in tribute to Rabbi
Yitzchak Botwinick z"l

Su/M/W/Th - 4:30pm
Rabbi Hillel Ruvel

Gemara Shiur
Masechet Avoda Zara

Follow her Husband?

7:00pm (no charge)
Rabbi Joseph

Klausner-Yedidyahu

8:00pm (no charge)
Rabbi

Mordechai Machlis
the Book of Shmuel

2:00pm
Rebbitzen Pearl Borow

Women in Tanach

3:00pm
Phil Chernofsky

Mishna, Mitzvot & more

Resumes June 27th
Music with Jackie

5:20pm (2 hrs)
Pri-Hadash Writing Workshop

Mondays, 6:30pm
Emotions Anonymous

Faigy 02-571-0632

Mondays, 8:00pm
Rabbi Avrum Kowalsky

Topics in the
Book of Sh'muel

Note new topic
Please bring a
Tanach with you
(or Sefer Sh'muel)

7:30pm (women)
OU Intergenerational Choir

Directed by Hadassah Jacob
call Sara - 560 9104
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TUESDAY • 'b mei WEDNESDAY • 'c mei THURSDAY • 'd mei
9:00am

Rabbi Breitowitz
Minchat Chinuch

The Study of Mitzvot

9:15am - L'AYLA
Mrs. Shira Smiles

10:30am
Rabbi Sam Shor

Parshat Sh'lach: the Keys
are in Our Hands

Rabbi Gold resumes IYH June 28th

11:30am T'hilim Group (women)

11:30am (June 21st)
Rabbi Aharon Ziegler

Contemporary Halachic Issues
DO DISPOSABLE DISHES

NEED TOVELING ?

9:00am
Contextual Mitzvot

Phil Chernofsky
Rabbi Adler resumes IYH June 29th

9:45am (no charge)
Reuven Wolfeld
Sedra Treasures

10:15am
Rabbi Anthony Manning
Halachic and Hashkafic

Issues in
Contemporary Society

11:15am - L'AYLA
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler

In-depth Trei Asar

12:15pm - L'AYLA
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler

Hilchot Shabbat

2:00pm (2 hrs)

9:00am
Rabbi Ari Kahn

Parshat HaShavua

10:00am-noon
Dr. Hayim Abramson

Midrash Hashavua

10:10am
Rabbi Baruch Taub
"Thursday, the Rabbi

gave his Drasha"

2:00pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

Current Events
in the Weekly Haftara

Thank you to Yehuda Lave for
helping to make this shiur a reality

Rabbi Nachman Winkler
resumes IYH, June 28th

3:00-5:00pm
Knitting Club with Verna

Rebbetzin Pearl Borow
The Book of Nechemiya

Chumash with M'forshim

7:00pm (3 hrs)
Rabbi Yonatan Kolatch

Topics in Parshanut

7:30pm
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

A Different Kind of Parsha
Shi‘ur: Learning Jewish

Philosophy through
Parshat HaShavua

Classes and shiurim at/of
the OU Israel Center

are components of
OU Israel's Project Yedid,

Project L'Ayla,
and the

Avrom Silver Jerusalem
College for Adults
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The Torah's Definition
of HUMILITY

by Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher
Dean of Students, Diaspora Yeshiva

What is the definition of humility?
The English Dictionary defines
humility as, having a low self-esteem
of one's own importance. But Rav
Yaakov Kaminetzky says to under-
stand the Torah's definition of
humility, we have to look at Moshe
Rabbenu, who is described in
Bamidbar 12, as exceedingly humble,
more than any other person. 

Yet in Parshat Korach, Moshe's
leadership is challenged by his very
wise and highly respected cousin
Korach. Moshe does not allow Korach
to take his leadership from him, but
stands up to Korach and declares that
he (Moshe) is the appointed leader of
the Jewish People, and he will not
step down from his position. 

Now, if we would apply the English
definition of humility to Korach's
challenge to Moshe, it would appear
that Moshe was not the most humble
man on earth. The fact is that Moshe
not only considered himself important
enough to be recognized as the leader
of his people, but also aggressively
defended his right to that leadership.
Obviously the Torah's understanding
of humility differs from that of the
English definition.

According to the Torah, true humility
does not require a rejection of one's
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unique qualities and talents. Dis-
missing the importance of your
abilities is a silly and false humility,
because it is based on a false self-
perception. True humility recognizes
reality. A person who is humble
knows his strengths, but recognizes
that all his talents are given to him by
G-D and are not a result of his own
efforts. When a person experiences
this true humility, it does not weaken
his self-esteem, nor does it cause him
to reject his abilities and responsi-
bilities, rather, it drives him to utilize
the skills that G-D granted to him. 

A humble person feels lowly in
relation to others by recognizing that
if G-D had given his talents to
someone else, that person could have
utilized these gifts better than he.
However, the recognition that he has
these talents and abilities remains. 

If Moshe had backed down and
relinquished his position as leader of
the Jewish People, it would NOT have
been a humble act. In the incident
with Korach, Moshe's defense of his
leadership was indeed the most
humble approach he could have taken.

G-D granted Moshe the position of
and unique qualities for leadership.
This position did not make Moshe feel
that he was better than any other
member of the Jewish People, but
rather that he had the responsibility of
leadership, because G-D gave it to
him.

No other Prophet achieved the level of
G-dly revelation that Moshe did. This
went together with Moshe being the
most humble man to ever live, for
humility allows G-D to be present.

When we consider our talents and
skills to be our own creation, and our
own accomplishments, then we leave
little space for G-D in our lives. We
must recognize that we are all custom
designed and uniquely special,
because G-D Personally picked us to
exist in His world, and granted us our
own individual package of talents and
abilities. Only then are we able to live
a truly happy and G-dly existence. 
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Reprinted from

Rabbi Wein's
Weekly
Blog

SUMMERTIME
No matter what official calendars
may say, there is no question that
the summer has arrived here in
Israel. We have had quite a number
of hot spells already and there will
undoubtedly be many more over
the coming months. Summer
generally has become synonymous
with leisure, vacations, trips and a
more relaxed view of life.

Naturally, there are always uncer-
tain events, completely unpredict-
able and unforeseen, that can
interfere with this idyllic view of the
season. Yet, we still all hope that
this will be a hot summer only in
terms of weather and not of politics,
government, or strife, God for bid.
The hallmark of summer is that
schools are pretty much shut down
and children are freed from their
daily scholastic chores.

There is a responsa written in the
late twelfth century in France by
Rabbi Isaac of Dampiere (RI), a
great-nephew of Rashi and one of
the chief editors of the Tosafot, that
discusses the necessity to grant
children time off from study. It
seems that a certain father had
hired a tutor to teach his child Torah
studies. The tutor did so on a daily

basis but after a period of time he
demanded the right to take off for a
day… and not to being caged in
teaching the child during that
particular time.

The father was angered by this
behavior of the tutor and attempted
to discharge him, even though he
admitted that otherwise the tutor
was doing a good job. The tutor
appealed to Rabbi Isaac for his
wages and his position. The great
Rabbi Isaac decided that the tutor
was wrongfully injured in this
manner and should be restored to
his position and livelihood.

In addition Rev. Isaac commented
that it is beneficial for students to
have a certain period of time free
from studies in order to refresh and
be able, therefore, to become better
students when their studies
resume. 

I had the opportunity of repeating
this to a certain educator here in
Israel who complained that
teachers have too much time off. I
told him that I thought that it all
depends on the teacher, the
students and the circumstances
that accompany that free time.

Here in Israel, summertime is travel
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time both within and without the
country. We Israelis are a restless,
traveling population. Believe it or
not, I have already heard a number
of friends of mine complain that
they have been everywhere, seen
everything and that there is no-
where new to go.

I have held my tongue and not
recommended any potential new
sites for them to visit. But I am a
convinced that for many, traveling
itself is the experience, not the
destination or the museum or the
scenery that is advertised in the
travel brochure. There was a time
when travel was a much more
difficult chore than it is today, as the
automobile and the airplane have
combined to shrink the world.

And summer usually provides the
best time of the year to satisfy this
travel lust. Israelis leave to see the
world in the summer and there are
a large number of tourists who
arrive to visit Israel and see its
splendor during the warm summer
months. The feel of the streets of
Jerusalem in the summer is
different than it is the rest of the
year. It is somewhat more carefree,
more relaxed and certainly louder
than it is during other times of the
year.

Air-conditioning was a late arrival in
the Israeli lifestyle, but now that it
has arrived it is exploited with a
vengeance. One wonders how even
a few decades ago people
functioned and were satisfied with
their lives during the hot summer

before air-conditioning became
available.

Electricity is relatively expensive in
our country and therefore people
are rather frugal in deciding
whether or not to turn on the air
conditioning in their homes and
apartments. However, by now, all
public buildings and most
commercial establishments have
air-conditioning and use it to a
considerable and constant extent
during the summer months.

Jerusalem usually has cool nights
even in the summer, so the use of
air-conditioning in order to sleep
comfortably is not an absolute
necessity. The Talmud records for
us that there was an evening
breeze that daily swept up any
debris that may have collected
during the day on the Temple
Mount. There are echoes of that
breeze that still occur during the
summer months here in present-
day Jerusalem. It comes to remind
us of our heritage and of the fact
that we have been here a long time
and that, in many ways, things
really have not changed over the
millennia of our history. 
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Pinchus Klahr, MD
Rheumatology

US Board Certif ied / Misrad HaBriut recognized special ist
in al l  Arthritis conditions Joint and Muscle Pain

Conscientious “American style” Care
Conveniently located at Refa Na Medical Center,

Givat Shaul, Jerusalem • NOW also at
RBS Family Medical Center, Ramat Beit Shemesh

052-713-2224

Menora from beginning of the sedra
(and from the haftara - the haftara is
also read on Shabbat Chanuka) 
Lamb labeled 2 is for Pesach Sheni 
Box of Tide, so that the Leviyim can
wash their clothes. The Tide is also for
Yehoshua Kohein HaGadol in the
haftara, who is described as having
soiled clothes  Jeans, a.k.a. Levi's for
the Leviyim  Silver trumpets are for
the two CHATZOTZROT which Moshe
was commanded in B'haalot'cha to
make from silver  2nd row: "reading"
right to left, you have: when the cloud
lifts, that is a sign to travel. Hence the
green light  The next row of pictures
is the result of the Cloud's lifting and
the go-ahead for traveling: The four
flag-camps are marching in the direc-
tion of the arrow  Aron Kodesh refers
to the backward-NUN-bracketed p'su-
kim which we say when taking out and
returning the Torah to the Ark 
Smiling watermelon refers to Bamidbar
11:5 - the Jews remembered fondly
various foods they ate in Egypt and
could not get the manna to taste like
 Former US Vice President Dan
Quayle is quail  Snowflake is a
reminder of Miriam's punishment for
Lashon HaRa  The eyes are Yitro.
That’s what Moshe wanted him to be
for us on our journeys  The candle
lighting other candles is an analogy to
Moshe giving of his Ru'ach HaKodesh to
the 70 elders he gathered, to share his

burdens of leadership  The X-ed out
soldier is from the haftara, when it
says, LO V'CHAYIL  The musical
instrument which resembles a lute is
an OUD, rhymes with food. (Speaking
of food, OUD looks like OU dairy, but
that has nothing to do with these Pix.)
In the haftara, the word OOD occurs,
spelled ALEF-VAV-DALET. Artscroll-
Stone Chumash translates it as
firebrand  The picture of Lech
Walesa, Nobel Peace Prize laureate and
former president of Poland. Ethnically,
he is a Slav, hence his use in this PP
representing the SLAV, quail  The
challa board commemorates the layer
of dew upon which the manna fell, as
described in B'haalot'cha  Yes, matza
and maror accompany the eating of
Pesach Sheni. No, four cups of wine do
not. (Neither do Hagada, Hallel, etc.) 
City emblems of Yerushalayim and
Modiin. The distance between them is
the limit beyond which a person would
be considered DERECH R'CHOKA for
Korban Pesach purposes  The
emblem of the State of Israel is based
on the haftara  The dreidel a.k.a.
Sivivon = Haftara is also for Chanuka 
And there is a photo of a quail, so you
have the two cryptic quails and a very
straightforward one
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8
FUN

PLACES
TO SHOP
Stop by

often;
new items
all the time

A guy's initial increases 50-fold
gimatria-wise in nine p'sukim

- but he's a different guy

TtRiDdLeS
Prizes for TTriddle solutions

Jerusalem (3 stores)
•15 Malchei Yisrael in G eula

•Rechov Lunz right of f  Ben Yehuda
Midrachov in the center of  town

•Kanf ei Nesharim 64

Ramat Beit Shemesh
•RBS Alef  Shopping Center

Bnei Braq •Rabbi Akiva Street

Ra'anana •R' Achuza 110

Rishon L'Tziyon •Kenyon HaB'eir

Efrat Dekel Shopping Center

World of Jewish Music

Malchei Yisrael 5
 Jerusalem

02-538-8474

Rabbi Akiva 88, Bnei Braq • 03-579-9580

Previous (NASO) TTriddles:

[1] Oil, who is barred from the camps,
T'midim, boundaries, Levicities

And G-d spoke to Moshe saying. That
verse occurs 69 times in the Torah,
specifically in the books of Sh'mot,
Vayikra, and Bamidbar. Five times, it is
followed by TZAV ET B'NEI YISRA'EL...
Command the Children of Israel... The
wording of the TTriddle refer to those
five occurrences of the phrase. Oil is
talking about the command to take
pure olive oil for the Menora in the
Mikdash. Naso's contribution to this
TTriddle deals with those levels of

TUM'A (ritual impurity or defilement)
which result in the person being
excluded from one or more of the areas
of the encampment. T'midim are the
twice daily lambs brought as sacrifices -
one in the morning and one in the
afternoon. Andthe phrase occurs twice
in Mas'ei - once dealing with the
boundaries of Eretz Yisrael and the
other time dealing with the cities which
were to be given by the Tribes to the
Leviyim.

[2] The only sedra that ever flanks a
chag

Strange question because it is usually
two things that flank something. And
that's what made it a TTriddle. The
answer is Naso, which was read this
year in Israel before Shavuot and will be
read this Shabbat (June 18th) outside
of Israel. No other single sedra flanks a
Chag.
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A.B.L.E. - ADVANCED BETTER
LIVING FOR THE ELDERLY

We offer:
Assistance in coping with aging issues:
health conditions, physical and/or
mental impairment
Assistance to children coping with aging
parents
Navigation of social services
Assistance in finding a more appropriate
environment if necessary
Assistance in finding a home aide

Shelli Frimer, Geriatric Social Worker
054-4475781 • ABLE.Shelli@gmail.com

•

•

•
•

•

Medina & Halacha
Exploring the Jewish State

through the lens of Jewish Law
$Rabbi Shimshon HaKohen Nadel

Birkat Kohanim in
Israel and the Diaspora 
Here in Eretz Yisrael, we kohanim are
privileged to bless the Jewish People
every single day - and on some days -
more than once. But outside of the
Land of Israel, aside from some
Sephardic communities, Birkat
Kohanim is performed only during the
Yamim Tovim at Musaf.

A centerpiece of the Avodah in the Beit
HaMikdash, the mitzva of Birkat
Kohanim applies at all times, "in the
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Chesed Fund
The Chagim are over for a while now,

but the mitzva of Tzedaka is still with us
Please help us help 30 families and individuals
Please make checks out to "Chessed Fund",
send them to Israel Center Chesed Fund

 att. Menachem Persoff
POB 37015 / Jerusalem 91370
or leave them at the front desk

Land and outside of the Land" (Sifrei,
Shoftim 167). In fact, Birkat Kohanim
should be performed each day at
Shacharit, on Shabbat and Yom Tov at
Musaf, on fast days at Mincha, and at
Neilah on Yom Kippur (Mishnah Ta'anit
4:1).

According to the Talmud, a kohen who
does not bless the people is in
violation: "Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi
said, Any kohen that does not ascend
to the duchan, violates three positive
commands: 'So shall you bless', 'Say to
them', and 'Place My Name'." (Sota
38b; Menachot 44a. Cf. Yerushalmi
B'rachot 3:1). Some explain, based on a
passage in the Talmud Yerushalmi,
that this transgression is limited to
where the kohen is called to ascend
but does not (See Hagahot Maimoniot
to Hilchot Tefillah U'Birkat Kohanim
15:12). Nevertheless, it expresses the
importance of the mitzva (Beit Yosef,
OC 128).

If Birkat Kohanim is so central, why
isn't performed daily in the Diaspora?
And why is there a difference between
the minhag of Eretz Yisrael and the
Diaspora?

Mikveh

While not formerly required by
halacha, a custom developed in
Medieval Ashkenaz for the kohen to
immerse in a mikveh before Birkat
Kohanim, so that he may recite the
blessing in a state of purity. Over time
it became difficult for kohanim to
immerse daily. Some explain that the
custom developed to perform Birkat
Kohanim only during the Yamim
Tovim, before which people were
accustomed to immerse (Sefer
Chassidim, Frankfurt ed., 1,613; Shu"t
Maharil, Chadashot, 21; Sefer HaAgur,
176; Orchot Chayim, Hilchot Nesiat
Kapayim; Kol Bo, 122. See also Shu"t
Beit Efrayim, OC 6).

Kohanim B'zman Hazeh

R. Efrayim Zalman Margoliot explains
that the issue is the status of Kohanim
today. Since today Kohanim are not
m'yuchasim (with proven genealogy),
but instead kohanei chazaka (assumed
to be, if their father is a kohen), he
explains that the daily practice was
stopped over a concern for b'racha
l'vatala, and the prohibition of having
a non-kohen perform Birkat Kohanim.
Nevertheless, he writes, we allow
kohanim to duchen on Yom Tov so
that the "Torah of the Kohanim not be
forgotten", and they not violate any of
the mitzvot of the kehuna (Shu"t Beit
Efrayim, OC 6). He adds that the
present minhag is ancient, and should
therefore be respected.

Tefilla

According to the Chatam Sofer, the
reason why Birkat Kohanim is not
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SALES
• OLD KATAMON (Nili)
Near HaPalmach, 4 rms,
1 floor, beautifully reno-
vated, quiet, pleasant and bright,  sukka
balcony, highly recommended! 
2,790,000 NIS

• RASKO (Shimoni) 4-rm duplex, 80m, 
lovely garden, private entrance, high
ceilings, bright & pleasant. 2,250,000NIS 

• GERMAN COLONY Arab house,
130m, 1st fl, 4 exposures, bright & quiet,
high ceilings, huge garden (in use), huge
potential! 4,600,000NIS 

• OLD KATAMON, (Bruriah St.),
walking distance 'Shtiblach' & Emek
Refaim.  80m, 3.5 rms, 1st fl, high
ceilings, large living room, spacious and
bright, quiet. 2,650,000NIS

• OLD KATAMON, (HaLamed Hei), 
4 rooms, 90m, full of potential, 
stone building, parking. 2,790,000NIS

• GIVAT MORDECHAI 4 rms, 90m,
private entrance, 120m garden, parking
and storage + generating unit with a
separate entrance, highly recommended,
near synagogues. 3,200,000NIS 

• SHAAREI CHESED (Diskin St.) 4-rm
duplex, 110m, 3rd fl w/Shabbat elevator,
bright, nice view, parking, 3,000,000NIS 

• YEMIN MOSHE (Malchi) unique, lots
of character, 220m cottage, pvt garden,
balconies, view to Old City Walls
8,700,000 NIS 

RENTALS
Selection of apartments 2,3,4,5 rms
for rent throughout Jerusalem for
long-term, immediate occupancy

Tal 02-566-6218

performed daily is the quality of our
prayer. He writes: "The whole week we
are occupied with thoughts of liveli-
hood and sustenance, and most of our
tefillot are without kavvana and full of
distraction. Tefilla without kavvana is
like an unwanted korban" (Chatam
Sofer, Orech Chayim 23). Tefilla today
is in place of the Avoda. Just as Birkat
Kohanim required a proper avoda in
the Beit HaMikdash, today it requires a
proper tefilla. The Chatam Sofer
therefore continues, "we bless on Yom
Tov, when all are free to concentrate
on their tefilla."

Similarly, R. Moshe Shternbuch
explains that as part of tefilla b'tzibur,
Birkat Kohanim requires a minyan to
pay close attention and answer Amein.
Today, many are distracted and don't
pay close attention to the chazarat
hash"atz. Therefore, Birkat Kohanim is
performed only during the Yamim
Yovim, when "there are myriads of
people who are not distracted and we
are sure that ten will listen" (Mo'adim
U'zmanim, 1:31. See also his Hilchot
HaGra U'Minhagav p. 124).

Simcha

The Rema offers the most famous
justification for the current practice.
He writes: "The custom in all of our
lands is not to lift the hands except on
Yom Tov, since we are immersed in the
simcha of Yom Tov, and 'one of glad
heart should bless'. As opposed to
most days, even Shabbat during the
year, when we are occupied with
thoughts of livelihood" (Rema, OC
128:44. Cf. Darchei Moshe, OC 128:21).

While many have accepted the Rema's
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explanation, one can ask the following
questions: Since when do we push off
a mitzva because of a pre-occupation
with parnasa? Were the previous
generations less pre-occupied with
their livelihood? Are the Sefaradim, or
the Bnei Eretz Yisrael, who maintain
the daily practice of Birkat Kohanim,
less burdened by material concerns?

Minhag Garu'a

The Rama MiFano strongly criticizes
those communities who do not
perform Birkat Kohanim daily, calling
it a minhag garu'a, a bad custom. He
writes that those who justify the
minhag, do so with a "weak argument,
which has the strength of straw"
(Shu"t Rama MiFano, 95).

The Beit Yosef too criticizes this
practice, calling the stringency of
immersion before Birkat Kohanim, a
"practice not mentioned in the
Talmud" and "a stringency that leads
to a leniency" (Beit Yosef, OC 128. See
also Chessed L'Alafim, 1; Kaf
HaChayim, OC 128:16). 

The Beit Yosef also offers a yasher
ko'ach to the communities of Eretz
Yisrael and Egypt who continue to
practice Birkas Kohanim daily.

The Vilna Gaon & His Students

The students of the Vilna Gaon record
how their master was intent on
restoring the daily practice of Birkat
Kohanim. They maintain a tradition
that the Gaon would say he would
"travel from city to city, being mevatel
his own Torah study, if he could
restore the daily N'si'at Kapayim"
(Hilchot HaGra U'Minhagav, pp. 23-124;

See also, Betzalel Landau, HaGaon
HeChasid M'Vilna (Jerusalem, 1965), p.
123).

R. Chayim of Volozhin testified about
the Gaon:

"A number of times our teacher z"l,
wanted to institute N'si'at Kapayim
daily in his Beit Medrash, but could not
do so. One time, in the middle of the
day, he decided that tomorrow the
kohanim will lift their hands. On that
very day he was imprisoned and
charged with a false accusation. It
appeared as if this was prevented from
Heaven" (Aliyot Eliyahu, Ma'alot
HaSulam, fn. 13).

R. Dovid Luria adds that "when he [the
Vilna Gaon] was freed from prison, he
did not want to try and restore the
minhag again" (Ibid).
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OLD KATAMON 1 4 0 m  + 5 5 m  u n it,  S u ccah ,
elev ato r  + ex tr as !
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Old Movies & Video
Quality Transfer to DVD
Michael: (02) 970-9090 0522-8686-26

Preserve family history
Photography for those personal and intimate occasions

R. Chayim of Volozhin himself tried to
restore the practice. But as the Netziv
relates, the night before they were to
begin, the shul, together with half of
the city was destroyed in a fire
(Meishiv Davar, 2:104). This too was
understood as a sign from Heaven.

Others attempted to restore the
practice as well. The Chatam Sofer
testified that his rebbe, R. Natan Adler,
who was a kohen m'yuchas, would
perform Birkat Kohanim in his Beit
Midrash daily (Chut HaMeshulash p.
20). 

According to a tradition, the Ba'al
Ha-Tanya also attempted to reintro-
duce Birkat Kohanim on a daily basis
(Sha'arei Halacha U'Minhag, Vol. 1, pp.
167-168. Cf. Lekutei Sichot, Vol. 18, p.
448).

The Aruch Ha-Shulchan laments:

"There is no correct justification for
our custom to prevent the positive
command of Birkat Kohanim… But
what can we do? It is as if a Bat Kol
came out, not to allow us to raise our
hands the entire year. I have received a
tradition that two of the giants of the
previous generations, each in his place,
desired to perform N'si'at Kapayim
each day. But when the set day arrived,
the issue became confused and they
were unable. They said, 'we see that so

it was decreed from Heaven'" (OC
128:64).

Minhag Eretz Yisrael

When they settled in the Land of Israel
in the early 19th century, the students
of the Vilna Gaon were successful in
re-establishing the daily practice of
Birkat Kohanim (See Pe'at HaShulchan,
Hilchot Eretz Yisrael 2:16, and Beit
Yisrael, ad loc).
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What a country!
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While this custom has proliferated
through most of Eretz Yisrael, some of
the Ashkenazic communities of Tzefat
and Tiveria and other parts of the Galil
only perform Birkat Kohanim on
Shabbat and Yom Tov at Musaf. In his
Ir HaKodesh V'HaMikdash (Vol. 3, ch.
25), R. Yechiel Michel Tukachinsky
writes that it is unclear why the
minhag in the Galil is different. It
would seem that while the students of
the Vilna Gaon held sway over
Yerushalayim and its environs, the
Chassidic community who settled in
the Galil chose to maintain the minhag
Ashkenaz there (See Hilchot HaGra
U'Minhagav, p. 124; Minchat Yitzchak,
8:1-2).

A Blessing for All Jews

According to some authorities, even
the communities outside the Land of
Israel can benefit from the mitzva of
Birkat Kohanim. R. Aryeh Zvi Frumer
explains that the shaliach tzibur
leading the tefilla serves as a shaliach
for the kohanim when he recite the
blessing in the repetition of the Amida.
Since 'sh'lucho shel adom k'moto -
one's representative is like himself', it
is as if the tzibur is receiving the
blessing directly from the kohanim
themselves (Eretz Zvi, 30). R. Shalom
of Koidenov even suggests appointing
a kohen to serve as the daily shaliach
tzibur, in order to have the blessings
come from the mouth of a kohen
(Mishmeret Shalom 10:9).

According to the Talmud, the blessing
emanates to fellow Jews 'out in the
fields' who are unable to be present
during Birkat Kohanim (Sota 38b and
Rashi, ad loc., s.v. shebasadot). Some
explain those residing in the Diaspora
are like those Jews 'out in the fields',
and are included in the blessing as well
(Chessed La'alafim 6:21; Eileh HaMitz-
vot, Mitzvat N'si'at Kapayim; Sha'arei
Halacha U'Minhag, Vol. 1, pp. 167-168).
R. Moshe Shternbuch even suggests
that one residing in the Diaspora
should ask a kohen in Eretz Yisrael to
have him in mind during Birkat
Kohanim (Teshuvot V'Hanhagot 1:130).
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Changing Numbers
Last time we discussed the relevant
factors in making the decision
whether to prefer insemination (IUI) or
IVF. One of the most important factors
that we have not discussed is the exact
results of male testing. IUI mimics the
normal route of conception but assists
the sperm cells by separating the good
cells and removing impurities to
obtain a concentration of good cells
and good cells alone. In addition
during insemination the sperm is
deposited near the opening of the
fallopian tubes. This shortens the
distance that the sperm cells need to
travel before they come close to the
released egg which they can poten-
tially fertilize.

In IVF this entire process takes place in
the laboratory. The eggs are extracted
and the sperm cells are prepared and
placed directly on the eggs or injected
into the eggs to create fertilization.

Each of these procedures is appro-
priate to a particular patient and
couple. A man with a slightly reduced
sperm count will usually be sent to an
IUI, whereas a severe male factor will
be immediately sent to IVF. The reason
for this is that in IVF we only need one
sperm cell to achieve fertilization since
the cell can be injected into the egg,
whereas IUI needs many more cells to
achieve pregnancy.

Of course, we do have to take into
account many other factors, the most
significant of which is the wife's age,
but in general terms we can say that a
mild male factor is a good candidate
for IUI and a severe male factor for IVF.

But we have seen in recent years a
decline in male fertility. The results of
semen analysis have shown that sperm
concentration has decreased over the
decades. However this has not been
accompanied by an equal decrease in
fertility. While men have less good
results in an analysis they are still able
to father children.
This information is significant since it
has changed our understanding of
what is considered a "good result". For
example it was classically thought to
be true that if a man has less than 20
million sperm cells in each milliliter of
ejaculate then he is sub-fertile and will
have problems fathering children.

Over the years this number has
decreased and so now we say that
someone with less than 15 million per
milliliter will have a problem. Or to put
in different words a man with 15
million and above is still fertile and is
not seen to have a fertility problem.
Someone who was considered to be
infertile a few years ago is now seen as
fertile.

This information has halachic rele-
vance as well. More on this next week. 

Rabbi Gideon Weitzman
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www.gabairealestate.com
JERUSALEM

RABBI ZEIRA, OLD KATAMON close to German
Colony, walking distance to Emek Refaim. 86m, 3
bedrooms, 2 Sukah balconies, nice J'lem stone bldg,
quiet street full of light, excellent condition, parking
access to the building. Priced to sell! 2,590,000NIS

GRETZ, GERMAN COLONY quiet street, 3 rooms,
91m, Sukah balcony, beautifully renovated, bright
and surrounded by greenery, parking and storage
TALBIEH The perfect Jerusalem getaway! Literally
across from the Jerusalem Theater, and a quick walk
to Emek Refaim. 3 bedrooms plus safe room being
added Pvt entrance, beautiful garden. Wheel chair
accessible, renovated gorgeously with exceptional
taste. American style kosher kitchen, underfloor
heating and central A/C. Asking: 3,950,000NIS

OLD KATAMON Bustenai, private freestanding
house, quiet street, close to Emek Refaim.An
architect's dream, high ceilings, large windows
overlooking the magnificent gardens. Approx 500m
on a 500m lot, private elevator, private parking and
spacious outdoor areas. Special home is for someone
who wants a green oasis in the center of Jerusalem
FOR RENT - DAVID'S VILLAGE Spacious one
bedroom apt in the most prestigious location in
J'lem. Across from Mamilla, exceptionally large
living area, American furniture and appliances.
Well-maintained and built to high standards.
Shabbat elevator, pvt parking & storage. 
For immediate occupancy.  Asking $2500
FOR RENT - OLD KATAMON Haportzim,
beautifully renovated 2-bedrm apt, fully furnished,
1st floor of a gorgeous J'lem stone bldg, quiet, sukka
balcony, for immediate occupancy. Asking: 6500NIS

FOR RENT - NACHLA'OT 3 beds, 2 baths 1st floor,
new bldg. 4 directions. Beautifully renovated and
very well maintained. Windows, windows and more
windows. Light is not an issue in this gorgeous
apartment.  There are even 2 balconies in this
incredibly charming apartment. Asking: 6,950NIS

EFRAT, ZAYIT
Amazing freestanding house of approx 700m on a
dunam of land! American style house with plenty of
large bedrooms, a chef's dream kitchen, exquisite
living room and dining room, large den, separate
play room, fully functioning office with private
entrance and a separate spacious two bedroom unit.
Magnificent backyard... a real one of a kind property
in one of Israel's most popular anglo communities

 
Yaniv Gabbay                         Elia Gabai
052-614-1442                    052-862-9208
yaniv@gabairealestate.com • eliagabai@gmail.com

CHIZUK ! IDUD
Divrei Torah from the weekly sedra

with a focus on living in Eretz Yisrael -
Chizuk for Olim & Idud for not-yet-Olim  

The time: 1962; the place: Rav Aharon
Kotler zt"l's funeral. Rav Kotler, the
founder of the Lakewood Yeshiva, had
been designated by Marvin Schick as the
"greatest Jew ever to set foot in
America". During his Levaya, Rav
Kotler was eulogized by the Satmar
Rebbe, who quoted a Rashi from this
week's Parsha in order to characterize the
Niftar. In Bamidbar 8:3 we are told in
regard to the Menorah which the
Almighty had commanded Moshe to set
up, that: "Vaya'as Kein Aharon", and
Rashi comments: "L'hagid Shivcho Shel
Aharon Shelo Shina", the Torah wishes
to speak the praise of Aharon who did
not deviate even one iota from the
instructions he was given. The Satmar
Rebbe proceeded to describe how R.
Aharon Kotler was worthy of this very
same praise: "Whether it was as Rosh
Yeshiva in Kletz in Europe, or as the
Rosh Yeshiva in Lakewood - he was
consistently true to Torah principles, and
did not stray from his goal of spreading
Torah in the new world." Consistency
does not necessarily imply a lack of
creativity. Successfully transplanting a
European Yeshiva to American shores
required "out of the box" thinking, and
R. Kotler's knack in this regard was
perhaps best demonstrated by the
following episode. 

In the 1940s a group of rabbis was
incarcerated by the Italian police who
planned on turning them over to the
Nazis. When he was notified of their
predicament by Irving Bunim, Rav
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Aharon immediately asked: "Who could
be approached in order to help set them
free?" The surprising solution: The
Italian Mafia. A scene which can only
come from Hollywood could be
envisioned as rabbis, led by Rav Aharon
zt"l requested help from the mafia. At
the surreal meeting set up with the head
of the Italian mafia, Irving Bunim, the
English-speaking spokesman, sat oppo-
site Joseph Bonanno, a Sicilian-born
American Mafioso. The mafia leader
turned to Bunim asking who the elderly
man sitting next to him was. "He is the
Godfather of the Jewish People", Bunim
replied. Duly impressed, the mafia leader
asked for a blessing, upon which Rav
Kotler replied: "You should have a long
life and die in your own bed." The mafia
leader much appreciated this blessing
inasmuch as a "Mafia leader" leading a
long life is quite an oxymoron.

There has been some debate as to the
validity of this story, often retold in
certain circles, and yet this great story is
surely indicative of the great lengths Rav
Kotler zt"l was willing to go in order to
help save other Jews.

Returning to the Satmar Rebbe and his
praise of R. Kotler, it seems clear that
this same refrain could have been applied
to the Satmarer's own legacy: He too was
consistent in his way of thought, never
deviating from his path even when he
had to overcome seemingly insurmount-
able obstacles. The worldview of a
hard-line anti-Zionist such as he, one
who had stridently espoused the
viewpoint that Medinat Yisrael is a
Ma'asei Satan, "work of satan", was
posed with an exceedingly severe
challenge in the aftermath of the
miraculous victory of the Six-day War.

Nonetheless, the Satmar Rebbe "Lo
Shina", he never changed his position
regarding Eretz Yisrael and Zionism.
Where other rabbis were more flexible
than he, he maintained a straight course.

At the American Agudah Convention
held after the war, a debate ensued as to
whether the Satmar position was correct.
Rav Yaakov Kaminetzky who had
initially indicated that he accepted the
Satmar position, later retracted. The
Gerrer representative at the convention,
Rav Itchie Meyer Levin, the Rebbe's
son-in-law who had arrived from Israel
forcedly pointed to the following
contradiction: In regard to the horrors of
the Holocaust, rabbinic leaders had stated
that it is to be seen as an "Act of G-d"
which we cannot question. "How can it
be possible", R. Levin continued, "that
the annihilation of Jews is an act of G-d,
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CLO SE TO  O LD KATAMO N - Nice 3 rooms,
third floor, renovated, quiet, 1,630,000NIS

HAR CHO MA O N THE HILL - Nice 4 rooms,
elevator, succa balcony with great view, good shape,
quiet, storage, parking, 1,650,000NIS

GREAT INVESTMENT IN ARNO NA - Beautiful
2.5 rooms, 60m, modern building,120m private
garden, storage, 2 parking, Exclusive, 1,990,000NIS

ARNO NA GO O D DEAL! - Nice 4 rooms, modern
building, elevator, balcony, renovated, storage,
parking, Exclusive, 2,370,000NIS

REHAVIA - WO LFSO N TO WERS , 4 spacious
rooms, Shabbat elevator, beautifully renovated, porch
with a view, parking, 3,350,000NIS

CLO SE TO  BAKA WITH GARDEN - 4 rooms,
120m, private garden, beautifully renovated, master
bedroom, 2 parkings, storage, 3,450,000NIS

SAN SIMO N CLO SE TO  THE PARK - Penthouse
6 rms,160m, Shab. elevator, large succa balcony with
view, good shape, quiet, pkng, storage, 4,500,000NIS

Lingering thought from Shavuot: Kabbalat HaTorah means receiving the
Torah (by us). Matan Torah means the giving of the Torah (to us, by G-d). How
come we call Shavuot, Z'man Matan Torateinu - instead of Z'man Kabbalat
Torateinu? The Kotzker Rebbe explains that Matan Torah occurred on that
specific Shavuot day. But Kabbalat HaTorah differs from person to person.
There cannot be a specific day to mark when each of us receives the Torah.

while the miraculous deliverance of the
Jewish people is designated an act of
Satan?!" Upon hearing this point Rav
Kaminetzky announced that he accepted
the argument and that the "salvation of
the Jewish People in the Six-Day War
was unquestionably and act of G-d."
(see: Daas Torah, blog, Sept. 13, 2011).

However, I do believe that such
"flexibility" is no less an admirable
character trait. 

Consistency is surely praiseworthy, and
yet Aharon HaKohen is praised not for
consistency for its own sake, but rather
for having not deviated from the divine
directive. When one comes to realize
they have trodden along a mistaken path,
and are willing to be Modeh al HaEmet
to acknowledge their mistake in order to
adopt a truer course - there can be
nothing more worthy of acclaim and
admiration! 

Thus was the lesson exemplified by Rav
Yissachar Teichtel, the famed author of
the Sefer "Eim HaBanim S'meicha", who
came to the understanding that his
previously-held Anti-Zionist beliefs were
erroneous. Anti-Zionism itself was the
problem, as it led to the discouragement
of Jews who wished to leave the troubled
shores of Europe for the haven that Eretz
Yisrael turned out to be.

For many today the debate over the
Satmar position is largely academic, and

Aliya hangups are of a much more
prosaic nature.

Even if one has consistently been known
for their public and learned explanations
of why Aliya is not right for them, at the
very least not for right now, there is no
shame in following Rav Teichtel's lead
and reassessing what is right and true.
This is the deepest expression of "Shelo
Shina" - letting the divine word guide
one sans all else.

Rabbi Yerachmiel Roness, Ramat Shiloh, Beit Shemesh
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dkln za lfiix dxy
dxetv zxt` za xzq` libia`

zex dfil` za dilb dkxa
daix deg za zxt` dpix daia`

lcii` deg za dig diav
dnela za dwax
dwax za ̀ 'fiex

lfiix dig xzq`  za lhib
hpri za xzq`

cakei deg za z`xtz diced
Menya Leba bat Yitta Chaya

Dahlia Margalit bat Rut
Malla bat Toba

Sora Rivka bat Esther Chana
Shoshana bat Rachel

Aharon ben Muriel
Leibish ben Gittel

Yitzchak ben Basha
Yaakov ben Libby
dlib oa dyn mdxa`

dnela dhpi oa iav miig
dgepn dpyey oa miig sqei wepiz

dlgn dkln oa sqei
xrepil` oa oerny oprx

hki oa lkin l`igi awri
d`l dhi` oa dyn

dxy oa ozi`
dliia oa mgexi l`eny

d`l oa lieelre xy`
d`l oa xy` oinipa

ep`p oa l`ipc
d`l lgx oa xfril` jepg

decg oa dcedi
dpyey oa mdxa` l`wfgi

dli'v lqiif oa l`xyi
rbiit oa ail sqei wgvi oinipa

.l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i ¥lFg x ῭ §W KFz §A

Traveling with G-d
Summer is here. People are
planning their vacations; trips in
Israel or abroad. I actually just
took some people to the airport
and witnessed a very cute story. A
woman was traveling with a boy
who is close to bar mitzva age.
The woman was struggling to put
the boy's heavy suitcase on the
cart. As she neared the guard at
the entrance to the airport terminal
the guard smiled at the boy and
said to him in a nice voice, "I bet
you are strong. Next time you
could help her with the suitcase."
Then the guard helped her put
another suitcase on the cart. I
noticed this episode especially
since it tied in with something I
read from our portion.

The book of Bamidbar talks a lot
about the travels of Israel in the
desert. The verse tells us that
theses travels were "AL PI
HASHEM YACHANU V'AL PI
HASHEM YISA'U - …According to
the word of the Almighty they shall
travel" (9:23). When a person is in
his usual place it may be easy for
him to keep mitzvot - he has his
regular minyan, regular daf yomi

shiur, and regular sick people that
he visits. But the Chafetz Chayim
on this verse points out that when
a person travels there may be
tests that arise on the way. In a
strange place it may require extra
effort on his part to do the mitzvot.
He might have to go out of his way
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For Sale Exclusively, in Arnona
 Shlomo Argov:

4 rms, Balcony, View, 1st floor!                 2,380,000NIS

 Leib Yaffe:
6-rm Duplex, 175m, Huge Terrace!           4,580,000NIS

 Ein Gedi:
8 rms (225m), Sukka, Stunning Kitchen!  5,750,000NIS

For visit: Jackie 052-424-6149 • www.jackisrael.com

to find a place to daven, to buy
kosher food, or find a mikveh.
Sometimes when people travel
they get into a vacation mode and
might even be lax in their mitzva
observance. 

The Chafetz Chayim teaches us
that the verse from our portion tells
us that no matter where we are at
home or on the road, everything a
person does should be what G-d
would want us to do. Even on
vacation we should go out of our
way to do mitzvot and as the
guard at the airport pointed out,
we should go out of our way to
help others and be a good
example. Especially on the road is
the time when we can do a Kidush
Hashem by our exemplary
behavior. 

A story is told about Rabbi Yaakov
Kamenetsky who was going on a
bus trip. He took his place at the
end of the line. A student of his
who was ahead of him in the line
told him that he should come
stand in front of him in the line.
Rav Yaakov desisted, saying it is
not allowed. He said it was like
stealing from all the other people
behind him. He would be taking
away their time and their choice of
seat. 

Even on the road we must have
G-d with us.

Here's a recipe for granola bars
that are good to take along on any
trip.

GRANOLA BARS
1 cup packed dates, pitted 
¼ cup honey 

¼ cup peanut or almond butter 
1 cup roasted unsalted almonds,
loosely chopped
1½ cups rolled oats 

Craisins or other dried fruit, nuts,
vanilla, etc.(optional) 

Process dates in a food processor
until small bits remain (about 1
minute) till it forms a "dough".  Put
oats, almonds and dates in a bowl
- set aside. Warm honey and
peanut butter in a small saucepan
over low heat, stir. Pour over oat
mixture and then mix. Be sure to
break up the dates so they spread
around the whole mixture. Place in
an 8"x8" (20cm²) dish lined with
parchment paper. Press down to
flatten. Cover with parchment and
let set in fridge or freezer for 15-20
minutes to harden. Remove bars
from pan and cut into 10 even
bars. Best to store in an airtight
container. N
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  www.hemed-nadlan.co.il

BAKA - 3 bedrooms, 93m, 2nd floor, balcony, storage,
spacious, good location, close to shuls - Exclusive -
Yossi 052-428-7513
ARNONA - garden apt, 4 bedrooms, 164m on one level,
private entrance, easy access, fully renovated, 78m
garden (good for Sukka) Exclusive. Ofer 052-450-7266
ARNONA - Amazing deal - only 1,850,00NIS - 3
bedrooms, 87m, first floor, 20m balcony, central
location, walking distance from Baka and German
Colony. Exclusive. Ofer 052-450-7266
ARNONA - 3 specious bedrooms, 74m, renovated,
2nd fl, balcony, close to shuls, just 1,780,000NIS.
Exclusive. Ofer 052-450-7266
ARNONA - amazing penthouse, 4.5 bedrooms, 100m
balcony, view, pvt parking, storage, elevator, renovated
4,500,000NIS. Exclusive. Ofer 052-450-7266
ARMON HANATZIV - Adam Street. 2 bedrooms,
renovated, light, airy, a/c, quiet, 5 mins. from Arnona,
close to shuls and transportation. Only 1,295,000
Exclusive - Yossi 052-428-7513
ARNONA - 3 bedrooms, 118m, private entrance, Sukka
balcony, view, private parking and storage, nice location
- Ofer 052-450-7266
19 Yad Harutzim, Jerusalem • 077-2151200

Reading the Torah in a Low Voice
Most of us are familiar with the
widespread custom of reading the
Tochacha (Reproach) - in B'chukotai
and in Ki Tavo - in a low voice. We
are deeply embarrassed to here
those harsh warnings of the conse-
quences of the community's
sinning.

Some communities have the cus-
tom to read the first six p'sukim of
Bamidbar 11 in a low voice, as well.
These verses describe the bitter
complaining of the people -
especially of their lack of gratitude
for the miraculous food from
heaven - the Manna. Not as many
communities have this minhag.

Maharal on the Sedra
The 22,000 Threshold
Bamidbar 10:36 - And when it rested,
he would say, "Reside tranquilly
[among the] myriads [and] thou-
sands of Israel.

Rashi - This tells us that the
Sh'china [Divine Presence] does not
reside in Israel among less than
22,000.

Gur Arye - "Ten thousands", or
myriads, mean a minimum of
20,000, and "thousands" mean
2000.  The Sh'china resides among
the 22,000 camps of angels, as it is
said [T'hilim 68:18], G-d's entourage
is twice 10,000, thousands of
angels: Hashem is among them at
Sinai in holiness."  Correspondingly,
His Sh'china is among Israel.
Therefore the Levites numbered
22,000 [3:13], and they are the camp
of the Sh'china.

The beginning of everything is
Torah, which was created first
[B'reishit Rabba 1:2], and Torah
began with twenty-two letters, the
alphabet.  It is known that Hashem's
holiness is associated with the
beginning. When Israel numbers
22,000, Hashem joins them and the
Sh'china resides among them - not
22, for small numbers are
considered "private".  Elef  [1000] is
spelled ALEF-LAMED-FEI [just like
ALEF, the first letter, one], and one is
ALEF, which when spelled out
means 1000.

Column prepared by Dr. Moshe Kuhr
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Function & Feel Better NOW
Gentle Chiropractic Care for the whole family

including pregnant women and children
20 years experience • Licensed & Boarded

Jerusalem - Geula and Emek Refaim
Why Wait - CALL TODAY

Dr. Karen Goldsmith - 052-848-6902

Rabbi Weinreb's Weekly Column:

Naso *
Sanctity and
Sanctimony

We are all full of contradictions.
There is a part of us which is
noble, kind, and generous, but
there is another part that is selfish
and stingy, and which can even be
cruel.

That is the way we were created.
We have the potential for good,
yet it is matched with our potential
for evil. At different times in our
lives and in different circum-
stances throughout our lives, one
part or the other dominates.

What is especially fascinating is
that often, we are both good and
evil, kind and cruel, at the same

time. It is no wonder then that we
know so many people who can
best be described in paradoxical
terms: the wounded healer, the
generous miser, the sinful saint,
the foolish sage, and the righteous
knave.

In Parshat Naso, we meet an
individual who displays both
negative and positive qualities in
the very same role. I speak of the
Nazarite (Nazir), the man or
woman who vows to adopt an
ascetic lifestyle, a lifestyle of
abstention from wine and anything
connected to wine, and who
commits to never shaving or taking
a haircut, or to coming into contact
with the dead, even at the funerals
of his or her own parents or
siblings.

The very word NAZIR means to
withdraw, to remove oneself from
others and from worldly pleasures.
The Torah describes such a
person, over and over again, as
holy. "He shall be holy... He is holy
unto the Lord" (Bamidbar 6:5, 6:8).
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Yet, should the Nazarite inadver-
tently come into contact with the
dead, then he is to offer a
specified set of sacrifices. And
these sacrifices are to "make
atonement for him, for he sinned al
hanefesh, by reason of the soul"
(6:11).

What does it mean to "sin by
reason of the soul”? The simple
meaning is that the "soul" here
refers to the soul of the dead body
with whom he accidentally came
into contact. So he needs atone-
ment for his chance exposure to a
corpse.

There is another opinion in the
Talmud that says that "soul" here
refers to the Nazarite's own soul,
and that somehow, in renouncing
the pleasures of life, he has sinned
against his very own soul. In the
words of Dr. Joseph H. Hertz,
whose commentary on the Bible
has become, regrettably in my
opinion, less popular than it once
was, "he was ordered to make
atonement for his vow to abstain
from drinking wine, an unneces-
sary self-denial in regard to one of
the permitted pleasures of life."

The Torah recognizes the inner
contradiction of the Nazarite's
lifestyle. On the one hand, it is a
lifestyle of holiness, and that is to
be commended. But on the other
hand, it is an act of renunciation of
the pleasures of G-d's world, and
as such it expresses ingratitude,

perhaps unacceptably extreme
piety.

I find myself frequently reflecting
upon this Talmudic view and its
implications. For we often
encounter in our religious worlds
individuals who are in many ways
paragons of spiritual virtue, but
who at the same time radiate an
attitude of condescension to
others of lesser spiritual attain-
ments. We have all met people
who are outwardly very religious,
and perhaps even inwardly and
sincerely so, but who seemed to
be saying to us, "I am holier than
thou." And we have all felt
belittled, sometimes insulted, but
invariably put off by such individ-
uals.

There is a word in English,
although I have never been able to
find a precise Hebrew equivalent,
which describes such behavior.
That word is "sanctimonious".
Webster's dictionary defines
"sanctimonious" as "pretending to
be very holy or pious; affecting
righteousness."

Whereas this dictionary definition
seems to stress the fraudulent or
insincere quality of the sancti-
monious individual, I have often
found that these individuals are
quite sincere in their own inner
conscience; but along with their
righteousness is an attitude of
"holier than thou".

I do not want to end this chapter
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Shavuot at the OU Israel Center was
wonderful. Shiurim and shiurim (and
good food too). Thanks to all who
attended, all who gave shiurim, and to IR
who worked very hard on all aspects.

by simply pointing out the
self-righteous behavior that we
experience in others. I think that
we are all sometimes guilty of
sanctimony and need to be on
guard against it.

Religious people need to be very
careful not to send the message, "I
am holier than thou." We have to
be careful that our acts of piety are
sincere, that's for certain. But we
also have to be cautious that those
acts not be viewed by others as
statements of spiritual superiority.
The religious person must always
be on guard against hypocrisy and
must always be sensitive to the
reactions he or she provokes in
others. If those reactions are of
respect and admiration, then we
have made a Kiddush Hashem,
thereby advancing the cause of
our faith. But if others are made to
feel inferior by our airs of religious
observance, then not only have we
lost them to our faith, but we have
fostered a Chilul Hashem, causing
others to look negatively upon the
religion they represent.

I encourage the reader to find a
Hebrew equivalent for the word
"sanctimony". But even if such a
word cannot be found, I urge all
observant Jews to avoid sancti-
monious behavior. 

cont. from page 4

Imagine if the Meraglim (spies,
scouts) would be able to relive the
day they returned from their 40
excursion into Eretz Yisrael. Imagine
if the entire nation would also know
what happened when the Meraglim
returned and how the masses
reacted. And imagine if they had
another chance to live through that
day. And another and another. Until
they got it right.

It wouldn't only be Yehoshua and
Kalev who declared ALO NAALEH!

They only got one shot at that event.
But we - their descendents, have that
chance to wake up on the same
morning again and hopefully act
differently.

Who would you have chosen to
believe and follow, had you been
poart of that generation? Impossible
to know. 

But as part of Klal Yisrael - horizon-
tally (meaning all Jews alive today)
and vertically (meaning all Jews
through all generations) - we can
relive that day - or a day very much
like it - when we can choose to
appreciate G-d's gifts rather than
complain about them. When we can
chose to reject the words of the
majority who would rather remain in
the Midbar or return to Egypt and
rally to the side of Yehoshua and
Kalev. Let's finally get things right
and move on to the Geula Sh'leima.
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Shiur Sponsors
Rabbi Gold's Shiur
(TUE June 14th)

was sponsored by Mel David
in loving memory of his dear wife Sylvia

d"r dig diev
 who never missed one of Rabbi Gold's shiurim

The Shiurim of
Tuesday, June 14th

were co-sponsored by
Marsha Tekuzener and Marvin & Shelly Budow

d"r ikcxn miig za dnz dxeac p"rl
to mark her yahrzeit, 9 Sivan

Mrs. Segal's Tehillim shiur
(SUN June 19th)

is sponsored Anonymously
BECAUSE YOU INSPIRE ME ~ THANK YOU

Mrs. Smiles's Shiur
(TUE June 21st)

is sponsored Anonymously
for a refuah shlema for

l` ry`glgx za ̀ zi
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Dr. Maurice E. Joseph
Jewish Video Program

in the Library - 12:30pm - no charge

MON June 20th
Rabbi Zev Leff

Birkat Kohanim

TUE June 21st • 2 hrs • Main Hall

The Odessa File
First time showing

Electrifying thriller - Search for the
Butcher of Riga - Mossad tries to

infiltrate the ODESSA organization
of SS officers in hiding. Sensational
acting and story keeps you on the

edge-of-your-seat until the surprise
ending - a classic!

WED June 22nd • 50 mins.
The Hunt for Nazis

and ODESSA
First time showing

Superb DOCUMENTARY on Nazi war
criminals’ escape from justice and

the hunt for them - Nazi
“underground railroad”, the

Catholic Church and the CIA helping
Nazis, Simon Wiesenthal,

Klarsfelds, Mengele, Eichmann,
Barbie
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The Israel Center and the Ol d C i ty  Free L oan Associ a ti on
Gemach - Free Loan Society
providing interest-free loans for people in
financial distress (living in the J'lem area).

Interviews at the Center • Bring ID
Tuesdays 10-12 and 19-20:15

UPCOMING
TUE, June 28th • 8:00pm

When Speaking Nice
Words is a Sin!

Understanding the Torah Prohibition
with Torah source sheets

by Menachem Gottlieb
Admission 20NIS

Please note that Rabbi Manning will
not be teaching for the next three
Wednesdays (June 22,29, July 6).
There WILL BE a mini-series

taking place during his time-slot
for the next three weeks
Highly recommended!

 From the terms B'HAALOT'CHA
and HE'ELA NEIROTEHA, Rashi
teaches us that there was a step
stool of sorts in front of the Menorah
which the Kohein tending and
lighting the Menorah ascended for
that purpose. 
Commentaries ask why this was
necessary, since the Menorah was 18
T'fachim tall. That's three Amot,
approx. 170cm, a height that a man
would not need a step stool to reach.
The answer is that the Kohein Gadol
was forbidden to raise his hands
above the TZITZ he wore on his
forehead and the step stool
prevented him from inadvertantly
raising his hands too high.
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